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The microwave environment is comprised of many pulsed radar emitters, each 
characterized by a radio frequency, a pulse repetition interval (PRI), a pulse 
width, an amplitude, and other less obvious pulse characteristics. These 
parameters may be stable for each recurring pulse in an emitter’s pulse train, or 
may change with each pulse emitted. A large number of signals exhibit a pattern 
in one or more of these parameters, making recognition of uncooperative emitters 
possible with the aid of a digital computer. However, the system attempting to 
classify these patterns receives many emitters simultaneously. The identifica- 
tion process is further complicated by atmospheric noise, dropout of pulses, and 
reflection of pulses. 

In order to operate effectively in this complex environment, a computer controlled 
reconnaissance system must produce very few misidentifications or “false 
alarms.” Typically, the system is designed to monitor signals known to exist in a 
geographical area, and to notify the operator if any unexpected emitter is present. 
If this system has a false alarm rate of 1%, and receives 50 emitters every second, 
the system will produce a false alarm every two seconds. However, since it may 
take the operator 10 to 20 seconds to confirm the false alarm, the system becomes 
almost useless. Therefore, if a computer-aided identification technique is to be 
viable, it must produce a very low false alarm rate. 

This issue describes a computer oriented PRI analysis method for identifying 
radar emissions. Using PRI classification as the primary sorting parameter 
allows rapid identification of most emitters in an interleaved environment and at 
an acceptably low false alarm rate. Determining patterns in other pulse parame- 
ters, such as frequency, pulse width and amplitude augments the PRI analysis 
results and, thereby, further increases the system’s emitter identification 
accuracy. 

Pulsed Signal Characterization Figure 1b, the common PRI of the 
stagger or “frame rate” is the addition 
of the A, and A, time intervals. The 

time by which each component pulse 
train is offset from another is termed 
the “stagger ratio,” A»,:A,. Two-posi- 

tion staggers can be extended to more 
complex n-position staggers, charac- 

Although there will always be a few 
signals defying standard character- 
ization, most pulsed emitters can be 
classified by their PRI patterns. 
Examples of a few simplified patterns 
are shown in Figure 1. The simplest of 
these is the “normal” signal shown in 
Figure la. Characteristic of this emis- 
sion is a pulse train exhibiting a single 
valued time interval between all adja- 
cent pulses, or a constant PRI. 

terized by the frame rate, = A;, and 

the stagger ratio, Ay:An-1!. . :Ae:A4. 

The doublet signal, Figure 1c, is simi- 
A more complex emission is the “stag- 
ger” signal consisting of a number of 
different PRI’s within the pulse train. 

2 For the two-position stagger shown in 

lar to the two-position stagger except 
that the A, time interval is much 

larger than A,. As in the case of 
n-position staggers being an extension 
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Figure 1. Characterizing pulsed emitters by their PRI patterns makes signal recognition 

possible. Examples of several ideal PRI patterns are shown above. In actual radar pulse 

trains, the amplitude of the pulses may vary and the pulse width may range from 0.1 to 20 

microseconds. 

of the two-position stagger signal, 
triplet and n-let signals are extensions 
of the doublet having three to 
n-different time intervals between 
pulses, respectively. 

A radar emission’s pulse rate stability 
depends on the timing circuitry used 
to generate the signal. Instability in 
the observed signal is referred to as 
PRI jitter, illustrated in Figure ld. 
The jitter present is measured by 
the percent deviation from the ideal 
pulse data interval. It causes the 
actual PRI to fall within the range of 

% jitter 
RT ). Emitters not re- AweaL (1+ 

quiring a stable PRI can exhibit a 
jitter as high as 15%, while others 
may exhibit no measurable jitter. 

An example of an information- 
carrying signal also present in the 
radar environment is a group signal 
shown in Figure le. Unlike normal or 
staggered signals, a number of pulses 
occur within 40-50 microseconds after 
the leading pulse. To the receiving 
system, these pulse trains can appear 
as doublets, triplets, n-lets or periodic 
pulse bursts, depending on the emit- 
ter’s mode of operation at the observa- 
tion time. 
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Figure 2. Typical pulse distortion found 

in the radar environment. 

Distortion Effect on Signal 
identification 

The degree of difficulty in determin- 
ing the type of signal incident to a 
signal identification system depends 
on the emitter complexity, environ- 
ment density, and environment 
created distortion. Several pulse train 
distortions severely affect the signal 
identification system’s ability to accu- 
rately characterize an emitter. Noise 
pulses generated either by the envi- 
ronment, or the signal identification 
system itself, result in random pulse 
data interspersed with an emission as 
shown in Figure 2a. Often, noise oc- 
curs in bursts which can lead to mis- 
identification of a normal signal as a 
more complex signal. Noise pulses 
also can be mistakenly combined with 
other random signals to form pseudo- 
periodic pulse trains. 

Dropout distortion caused by the an- 
tenna scan pattern of the receiver, or 
emitter, or an obstruction 1s shown in 

Figure 2b. Signal misidentification 
results if the identification system 
prematurely considers the pulse train 

4 to have ceased. 

Reflection distortion resulting from 
an emission’s reflection from an 
obstruction is shown in Figure 2c. Al- 
though the reflection pulse amplitude 
is usually less than the actual emis- 
sion, it follows the emission pulse after 
only a short delay and is often 
sporadic, thus leading to possible 
misidentification. 

The combined effect of these distor- 
tions is to cause two types of errors; 1) 
failure to identify an emitter in the 
data sample or, 2) identification of an 
emitter that is not in the data sample. 
The first type of error is usually 
caused by an inadequate data sample; 
however, the second type of error is 
caused by faulty analysis and results 
in a high false alarm rate. Perfor- 
mance degradation caused by false 
alarms usually does not show up in 
laboratory tests, since pulse 
generators or emitter simulators do 
not create the noise, dropouts or re- 
flections in the quantity or variety 
that occur in the real environment. A 
system that successfully completes 
laboratory testing and appears to be 
able to discern pulse trains generated 
by a simulator may cause a large 
number of false alarms during an ac- 
tual mission. As a guideline, any sig- 
nal identification methodology using 
a digital computer must be exten- 
sively tested in the environment for 
which it was designed. 

Processor Approach to Signal 
Identification 

Achieving very fast and accurate en- 
vironment characterization demands 
the reconnaissance or tactical receiv- 
ing systems be computer equipped. A 
typical signal identification system 
common to both narrowband and 
wideband receivers is shown in Figure 
3. The tuner system, consisting of an- 
tennas, tuner, demodulator and fre- 

quency measurement hardware, 
translates microwave emissions to 
lower frequency video information. It 
also supplies frequency measurement 
information and digital measurement 
of an emission’s frequency, time of ar- 



rival (TOA), angle of arrival (AOA), 
pulse width and amplitude. The com- 
puter system uses these parameters 

for signal characterization. 

Simplistic Analysis Method May 
Lead to Misidentification 

Using a simplified approach to emitter 
characterization can lead to a reason- 
ably adequate identification for the 
number of signals incident to the 
system. However, oversimplified 
software analysis can also lead to a 
large number of misidentified charac- 
terizations or false alarms. An exam- 
ple of misidentification due to over- 
simplified analysis is an emitter with 
a stagger ratio which approaches 
unity (i.e., A»~A,, Figure 1b). A 
simplistic analysis of this emitter 
would identify the data sample as a 
normal signal with a small percentage 
of jitter. A more exhaustive software 
analysis would determine that a con- 
sistent alternative pulse pattern does 
in fact exist, and the pattern is very 
stable. 

A second misidentification due to 
simplistic analysis is two pulse trains 
with “identical” PRI’s, normally indi- 
cating the pulse trains are staggered 
signal components. Further analysis 
is needed before assuming that pulse 
trains with identical PRI’s are stagger 
components, since there may either be 
two identical emitters received simul- 
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taneously, or asingle reflected normal 
signal. 

Implementing PRI Analysis 

Complex emitters, environmental dis- 
tortion and even random radar trans- 
mitter emissions make it impossible 
for one type of analysis to associate all 
data samples to a given signal. The 
number of allowable misidentifica- 
tions and, therefore, the complexity of 
the analysis method, defines the 
sophistication of the recognition pro- 
cessing. One of the best identification 
methods determines the PRI of signals 
in a data sample. Because of PRI data 
complexity, the method chosen to 
analyze this parameter must account 

for all anomalies. Many methods may 
seem adequate to analyze PRI, but, 
once implemented, may be found to be 
quite error prone. 

For example, one method uses the 
minima of the discrete auto- 
correlation function as an estimate of 
the signal’s PRI. This function is de- 
fined as the sum of the differences in 
the TOA of all pulses in the actual 
pulse train and the TOA of the nearest 
pulse in another train formed by de- 
laying the actual pulse train. The time 
delay giving the smallest sum of the 
differences is an estimate of the actual 
pulse train’s PRI, and is an excellent 
discriminant if there is only one signal 
in the data sample. For the two pulse 
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Figure 3. A typical signal identification system common to both narrowband and wideband 

receivers. 
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Figure 4. The auto-correlation approach to estimate an emitter’s PRI performs successive 

time delays on the actual data sample in order to find the smallest sum of the differences 

between the actual TOA and delayed TOA. 

trains shown in Figure 4, the auto- 
correlation method does not estimate 
both PRI’s. The first and third time 
delays do not define a PRI since there 
is no well defined minima for the 
auto-correlation function. The second 
time delay describes the pulse train 
represented by the black pulses, but 
does not describe the pulse train indi- 
cated by the white pulses. Further- 
more, any time delay greater than the 
third still does not describe a pulse 
train represented by the white pulses. 

If there is more than one signal in the 
data sample, or the PRI isjittered, the 

correlation minima are not very pro- 
nounced. Also, there is a large number 
of possible time delay values that 
must be evaluated, with no particular 
reason to prefer one delay over 
another. Finally, since the data sam- 
ple is finite, as the delay grows larger, 
more pulses in the delayed train “fall 
off the end” of the actual train and 
cannot be used in the correlation pro- 
cess. This loss in pulses establishes a 

6 bias in the data against large PRI val- 

ues that can never be overcome. Thus, 

a method initially appearing promis- 
ing fails in the presence of many sig- 
nals, a short delay, excessive jitter, or 

noise. 

A PRI analysis method developed by 
the Watkins-Johnson Company 
achieves very fast, low false alarm 
rate signal identification using a 
small number of pulses. The analysis 
method uses a computer algorithm 
which conditionally reiterates the 
analysis process, depending on the 
outcome of previous iterations. The 
algorithm is implemented in three 
basic steps. 

First, the data sample from the pulse 
measurement system is analyzed to 
determine the possible pulse trains 
which might characterize an emis- 
sion. Next, the possible pulse trains 
are tested by a least mean squares 

(LMS) fit to verify whether or not 
pulse trains exist, and defines the PRI 
more precisely. If other pulses in the 
data sample are found to satisfy the 
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Figure 5. Hypothesized pulse trains generated by the pulse selection algorithm. PRI’s are 

established by using the time between the chosen starting pulse and successive pulses 

following it in the actual data sample. A successful PRI is defined when the actual data 

sample accounts for most all pulses in the hypothesized pulse train. 

more precise PRI, the LMS is re- 
peated. Finally, pulse trains with 
similar PRI’s are combined to deter- 
mine whether or not a stagger signal 
can be produced. The outcome verifies 
that the signal resulting from similar 
PRI combinations is either an n-let, 

n-position stagger, or more than one 
normal signal with similar PRI 
values. 

Determining Possible Pulse Trains 
Within Data Sample 

The simplest way to determine the 
existence of a pulse train in a data 
sample is to measure the time interval 
between all adjacent pulse pairs. The 
time interval for one pulse pair can 
next be compared with other adjacent 
pulse pairs to verify the PRI’s are the 
same and a pulse train can be defined. 
This method of pulse train recognition 
works only if the data sample contains 
no more than one normal pulse train. 
PRI’s obtained by measuring the time 
interval between adjacent pulse pairs 
will not account for pulse trains 

needed to define emitters in a complex 
data sample, since complex pulse 
trains often consist of more than one 
pulse within a frame, and interleaved 
pulse trains may be present. 

To estimate all possible pulse trains 
within a data sample, a pulse selection 
algorithm is used. A starting pulse lo- 
cated in the center of the data sample 
is hypothesized as a member of a 
periodic pulse train. The starting 
pulse is then paired one by one with 
the pulses following it, as shown by 
PRIA,, PRI A, and PRI Ain Figure 5. 

Every time a pulse pair is chosen, the 
PRI of the pair (referenced from the 
starting pulse) is used to generate a 
hypothesized pulse train. The al- 
gorithm continues to use the same 
starting pulse until a pulse train is 
found, or the test PRI increases to a 

value greater than any possible emit- 
ter PRI in the environment. 

Each pulse in the hypothesized pulse 
train is then compared to the actual 
data sample. If a pulse in the data 7 



sample matches one in the hy- 
pothesized pulse train within a given 
tolerance, a successful comparison is 
recorded. The tolerance is incorpo- 
rated to account for jitter. Ifno pulse in 
the actual data sample exits at this 
TOA, a failure is recorded. A score is 
maintained which reflects the number 
of pulses accounted for by the 
hypothesized train. As shown in Fig- 
ure 5, the actual data sample will ac- 
count for only a few of the pulses 
hypothesized by the pulse train de- 
veloped from PRI A,, and the starting 

pulse. On the other hand, the actual 
data sample accounts for most all 
pulses hypothesized by the pulse train 
developed from PRI A, and the start- 
ing pulse. 

The process continues by selection of 
the next starting pulse using a binary 
selection method. After the center or 
median pulse (i.e., 50 percentile) has 
been exhausted, the algorithm then 
successively selects the pulse repre- 
senting the 75th percentile, 25th per- 
centile, 87.5 percentile, etc., of the 

data sample for the next starting 
pulse. However, if the next selected 
starting pulse is already included in a 
successful pulse train definition, it is 
disregarded. This selection method is 
continued until all the data sample 
pulses have been used as a start- 
ing pulse, or used in a pulse train 
definition. 
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Once a pulse train is established, an 
LMS fit algorithm is used to define a 
more precise PRI for the selected 
pulses. This redefined PRI value may 
cause pulses selected to define the 
hypothesized pulse train to change. 
The LMS fit is a statistical method of 
deriving the slope (a) and ordinate in- 
tersection (b) of a straight line which 
best fits a given set of X, Y coordi- 
nates. The expression for this straight 
line is the equation: 

WS AUK s> 1). 

To apply the LMS fit to precise PRI 
identification, a coordinate system is 
constructed, using the pulse train’s 
sequential pulse number as the 
abscissa and the pulse TOA as the or- 
dinate. Figure 6a shows an example of 
points plotted for an ideal emitter with 
a stable PRI (i.e., nojitter). Arbitrarily 
choosing the first pulse received as 
pulse number one, the second as pulse 
number two, etc.; the points, if joined 
together, would produce a perfectly 
straight line. The slope (a) of the line, 
or the change in Y for change in X, is 
equal to the PRI of the emitter. 

In the complex microwave environ- 
ment, however, pulse trains have ajit- 
ter component, and a number of simi- 
lar pulse trains may be interleaved in 
the data sample, causing clustered 
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and the LMS fit 

Figure 6. Example of points plotted for a) an ideal emitter with a stable PRI and, b) the plotted 

points of areal pulse train resulting from the PRI and tolerance defined by the pulse selection 

algorithm (Figure 5). The LMS fit algorithm calculates the slope of the line representing the 

PRI that best fits the data from the pulse selection algorithm. 

ay 



TOA points. Once the existence of a 
pulse train has been hypothesized, the 
LMS fit defines a statistically accu- 
rate PRI, thus defining precisely 
which of these clustered pulses in 
the data sample belong to the 
hypothesized pulse train. The LMS fit 
is performed on the hypothesized 
pulse train’s pulse number and actual 
pulse TOA using the pulse number as 
the X-axis coordinate and the TOA as 
the Y-axis coordinate. As shown in 
Figure 6b, the slope (a) derived by this 
fit is the PRI that best fits the data. 

Using the PRI calculated from the 
LMS fit, another set of data points are 
again determined from the original 
data sample by the method shown in 
Figure 5. This new set of data points 
may be exactly the same as the old set, 
in which case no further evaluation is 
needed. However, if the new set is not 

the same, the LMS fit is performed 
again with the new set. This process 1s 
iterated until no change in the set 
occurs. 

Test for Staggers 

The stagger test determines whether 
pulse trains with identical PRI’s are 
part of a stagger emission or unique 
signals. Even if the data sample con- 
tains two pulse trains with identical 
PRI’s, the pulse trains may not be 
components of a stagger. First, several 

Pas Bi (PPE Bh Sines a 
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1 

identical emitters can operate simul- 
taneously in close proximity. Second, 
a single reflected normal signal can 
appear like a stagger, since the pulse 
train generated by emitter reflec- 
tion would have the same PRI as the 
emitter. 

To ensure the identified PRI is truly 
that of a single emitter, the stagger 
test first calculates the mean “stagger 
interval” between the component 
pulse trains. This calculation is given 
by the expression uz., for the hy- 
pothesized stagger as shown in Figure 
7. Next, the pulse-by-pulse variance 
for the component pulse trains is cal- 

culated by the expression 7 ye also 
B-A 

given in Figure 7. 

In an actual stagger, the variance is 
very small since the pulses are gener- 
ated by a timing mechanism in a 
single emitter. However, if the com- 
ponent pulse trains have actually 
been generated by separate identical 
emitters, the variance is large, since 

the timing mechanisms will be subject 
to different instantaneous environ- 
mental conditions and are not always 
synchronized. If the variance is too 
large, component pulse trains are 
identified as being generated by sepa- 
rate emitters and are not combined to 
form a staggered signal. 

Ms-a ~ Number of pulse pairs 

> 1B BA) Hp_al 

oss ~ Number of pulse pairs 

Figure 7. Calculation of the pulse-by-pulse variance for the stagger interval of two pulse 

trains with ‘identical’ PRI's. 



Future Implication of Signal Identifi- 
cation 

This issue has concentrated on a com- 
puter algorithm technique which uses 
PRI as the primary sorting parameter 
for fast signal identification. PRI 
analysis alone cannot totally account 
for all the different emissions in the 
environment. It must be integrated 
with other signal identification 
methods to truly be viable in the ever- 
increasing, complex microwave envi- 
ronment. Other statistical and heuris- 
tic approaches might incorporate scan 
modulation data, precise pulse fre- 
quency, pulse width, or frequency de- 
viation as sorting parameters. 
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Correction to Tech-notes, Titled “Gain of Directional Antennas” 

We would like our readers of the July/August 1976 issue of 
Tech-notes to make note of corrections to Table 2 in that issue. 
The changes to be made are contained in the revised Table 2 
below. The changes involve one approximation for Beamwidth 
(from aperture), and three approximations for Directive Gain 
(from aperture). These changes will eliminate possible dis- 
crepancies in the calculation of Beamwidth and Directive Gain. 

Table 2. Computations of directive gain and beamwidth for representative aperture-type 

antennas. 

Antenna Efficiency 

(Aperture Illumination 

Efficiency) 

Beamwidth Directive gain Directive gain 
Aperture-Type (From Aperture) | (From Aperture) (From Beamwidth) 

Uniformly illuminated 
circular aperture- 

hypothetical parabola 

18 dB side-lobe level 

Uniformly illuminated 

rectangular aperture or 
linear array 

b 

13 dB side-lobe level 

Rectangular horn 

a) Polarization plane: 

E-plane 

13 dB side-lobe level 

b) Orthogonal polarization 

plane: H-plane 

26 dB side-lobe level 

Nonuniformly illuminated 

circular aperture (10 dB 

taper)—normal parabola 

© 
26 dB side-lobe level 

Gq = 10 l0g:99q dB | Gg = 10 log, 9g, dB 

11 
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